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Abstract. Significant difference exists between things that work and
things that work well. Availability along with reliability would make Web
services the default technology of choice in developing many missioncritical electronic-business applications. Unfortunately, guaranteeing a
Web service availability is still a challenge due to the unpredictable number of invocation requests a Web service (e.g., Google Maps) has to handle at a time, as well as the dynamic nature of the Internet (e.g., network
disconnections). In addition, the heterogeneity, mobility and distributed
nature of Web services makes traditional dependability and availability
approaches inappropriate for Web services. In this paper, we describe
the design of an on-demand replication approach for robust Web service
provisioning. This approach dynamically deploys Web services at appropriate idle hosts, reducing the unavailability of Web services during
peak demand for limited computing resources. In addition this approach
promotes the decoupling of Web service providers and Web service host
providers, which supports a more flexible replication model.
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1 Introduction
The emerging Service-Oriented Computing (SOC) paradigm highlighted by Web
services technology promises bringing better interoperability and flexibility to
business applications. In order to compete globally, more and more enterprises
turn nowadays towards Web services to achieve better visibility and accessibility
of their core business competencies (e.g., Amazon Web services1 ). Unfortunately,
over the past few years, efforts put into SOC were mainly concentrated on making
things (e.g., Web services integration) work, but barely on making these things
work well [3, 8]. This posed major challenges to enterprises wishing to embrace
Web services as a development technology for their IT critical applications.
One such challenge, yet still being largely overlooked, is the availability (readiness of correct service) and reliability (continuity of correct service) of Web services [3, 4, 8, 10]. Given the large number of requests that Web services handle
1
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(e.g., Google was searched 4.4 billion times in the US alone in October 20072 ),
computing hosts upon which these Web services operate can easily turn out to
be inadequate for guaranteeing low response-times and unavailability in case
of heavy loads. However, enterprises cannot afford interrupting their activities,
even for short periods of time. For instance, in April 2002, eBay suffered a 22hour server-outage affecting most of its online auctions, costing five million US
dollars lost in revenue and over five billion dollars in market capitalization.
A recent emerging trend for solving the high-availability issue of Web services
is centered around replication [4, 10]. The underlying idea is to spread replicas
over various computing hosts and direct invocation requests to appropriate hosts
(e.g., with lower workload). The aim of the work reported in this paper is to enhance the fundamental understanding of robust Web services provisioning and to
develop a novel approach by advancing the current state of art in this direction.
Our main contributions are summarized as follows:
– Web services are deployed on-demand by targeting appropriate idle computing
hosts. This reduces the unavailability risk and achieves better load-balancing.
A core architectural design in this deployment is the clear separation between
Web service providers and Web service host providers.
– Dynamic Web services replication model that enables proactive deployment of
replicas so that a certain desired availability level is maintained. This model
helps determine how many replicas are needed, when and where they should
be created and deployed. The deployment of replicas remains transparent to
clients so that they are unnecessarily aware of the underlying replication.
– Mechanisms for Web service hosts matchmaking and selection. A matchmaking
process and a multi-criteria utility function are introduced to dynamically
select appropriate computing hosts based on Web services’ requirements.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 overviews the
basic concepts that underpin the robust Web service provisioning approach and
Section 3 introduces the system design. Section 4 describes the solution on dynamic replication of Web services. Section 5 introduces our algorithm for service
host matchmaking. Implementation and some experimental results are documented in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Preliminaries
This section introduces some basic concepts upon which our robust Web services provisioning approach is built namely, Web services anatomy, Web service
hosting systems, and service code mobility.
2.1 Anatomy of Web Services
Interacting with Web services relies on exchanging SOAP messages. These messages contain various details such as input/output data format that are specified
and included in WSDL documents. Figure 1 depicts a typical interaction-session
2
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with a Web service. Initially, a provider informs potential clients of the address
(i.e., endpoint) that its Web service uses to receive SOAP messages. This address
is posted on a registry such as UDDI. Upon reception, a message is converted
by the Web service’s processing logic into a form that is appropriate for the
computing system upon which this Web service runs.
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Fig. 1. Structure of a typical interaction-session with a Web service

The separation of concerns on business logic and message handling, which
is actually a fundamental property of the concept of Web service, offers several
advantages: i) free evolution of Web services (e.g., performance improvement)
without affecting binding mechanisms of service consumers, and ii) free decoupling of Web service’s endpoints (i.e., locations where SOAP messages are sent)
from Web service invocation (i.e., locations where the Web service is executed).
2.2 Web Services and Web Service Hosts
Inspired by the Web site hosting trend where business (and personal) Web pages
are stored in one or multiple hosting service providers (e.g., HostMonster3), we
advocate the separation of Web services providers and host providers.
A Web service implements the functionalities of an application, developed by
a particular provider. This provider is also responsible for advertising the Web
service to potential customers and installing it on appropriate hosts, either local
or distant. A Web service can be concurrently made available through replicas on
distinct service hosts. To deal with service hosts variety (e.g., Windows, Linux
and Solaris), a Web service provider needs to maintain ready-to-deploy versions
of this Web service according to the hardware and software requirements of these
hosts. A deployable version is typically a Web service bundle that contains all
what is necessary to deploy the service in a single file (e.g., war or jar file).
A host provider has the authority to control the computing resources (e.g., a
set of servers installed Apache Axis) it manages for the sake of accommodating
the execution needs of Web services. It accepts SOAP messages sent from a Web
service provider, routes these messages to the host where the corresponding Web
service is located, and returns Web service results (if any), in another SOAP
message, to the Web service provider.
3
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2.3 Stationary and Mobile Web Services
It is accepted that code mobility is suitable for load balancing, performance
optimization, and disconnection handling [5]. Code mobility would significantly
contribute to secure prompt responses; applications running on heavy loaded or
unavailable hosts can be dynamically migrated to other better hosts. Examples
of mobile code technologies include Aglets4 , Java, Sumatra [1], and µCode5 .
Injecting code mobility into Web services sheds the light on stationary and
mobile Web services. Stationary Web services are location-dependent; they can
not move because for various reasons such as resource availability (e.g., a specific
database) on a dedicated host. On top of behaving like their counterparts in
terms of accepting invocation requests and taking part in composition scenarios,
mobile Web services are i) location-independent, ii) enhanced with migration
capabilities that make them move to distant hosts for execution, and iii) stateless.
As a result, a mobile Web service can be executed on any arbitrary host as long
as this host accommodates this mobile Web service’s execution needs.
Mobile Web services have already attracted the attention of the research
community as the large number of references witness [2, 6, 7]. A simple way is to
pack the bundle of a mobile Web service into a single file (e.g., war file) that can
be dynamically deployed at appropriate service hosts. In [2], mobile Web services
are considered as synthesis of Web services and mobile agents. In [7], Liu and
Lewis develop an XML-based mobile code language called X# and presents an
approach for enabling Web services containers to accept and run mobile codes.
It should be noted that proposing techniques for the development of mobile Web
services is not the focus of this paper. Instead, we adopt some of the strategies
used in mobile Web services in our approach for dynamic replication of Web
services that can move around.

3 System Design
Central to our approach for making Web services provisioning robust are the
following components (Figure 2): Web service provider, Web service manager,
pool of Web service hosts, and matchmaker.
The Web service provider develops Web services and stores their deployable
versions in a Web service code-repository. Each Web service provider is associated with a Web service manager that consists of four components, namely
service controller, service replicator, service register, and service monitor, which
collaborate together to achieve and sustain Web services high-availability.
The service monitor oversees the execution status of a Web service (e.g., exceptions). The service controller interacts with the service monitor and coordinates the execution of the corresponding Web service. If the value of a monitored
item (e.g., CPU usage) is beyond a critical point—which can be set by the service provider—and the Web service is movable/mobile [2], the controller invites
the service replicator to move the Web service to a selected Web service host
4
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Fig. 2. System architecture

for execution. If such a Web service host does not exist or the Web service is
stationary, the controller triggers an exception handling policy (e.g., forward the
Web service invocation to a substitute peer), if such a policy has been specified by the service provider. Different solutions to Web services substitution are
reported in the literature such as [9].
The service replicator is a light weight scheduler that helps the controller
execute the associated Web service on other computing resources when necessary.
The replicator decides i) the number of replicas needed for a desired availability
degree, and ii) when and where the replicas are deployed. Web service codes
are transferred to hosts and invocation requests are dynamically routed to these
Web services’ new locations. Its underlying technique is what we call dynamic
service replication and more details are reported in Section 4.
Each host provider controls a cluster of Web service hosts. These hosts have
monitoring modules (not shown in the figure for the sake of simplicity) that
oversee resource consumption in terms of CPU, memory, etc. Web services and
Web service hosts can register themselves using public registries like UDDI.
To this end, an appropriate tModel6 (e.g., ServiceHost) to describe hosts is
required so that Web services can locate them. Service host selection is another
important factor to the success of our approach. The selection of service hosts
is based on a matchmaking mechanism that is implemented in the matchmaker.
More details on host matchmaking are given in Section 5.
6
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4 Dynamic Web Services Replication
Replication is well-known to improve system availability. In this section, we
introduce a mechanism that permits to proactively create Web service replicas
so that the availability requirement is sustained7 . This mechanism relies on a
replication decision model that helps a Web service determine how many replicas
are needed, and when and where they should be created and deployed.
4.1 Replication Decision Model
In replication there is always a trade-off between availability and cost. On the
one hand, more hosts accepting a Web service means better and higher availability. On the other hand, more replicas at various hosts means higher overhead (e.g., resource consumption such as bandwidth and storage space). It is,
therefore, essential to have a replication decision model, which helps the service
replicator determine i) the optimal number of the replicas in order to meet a
Web service’s availability requirement, and ii) time and locations for deploying
the new replicas.
Calculating the Number of Replicas. Given the failure probability of each
Web service host p, total number of replicas Nt of a Web service s, and availability threshold A of s, the following formula must be satisfied,
A(s) <= 1 − pNt (s)

(1)

Nt (s)

where p
represents the probability of all replicas of Web service s being
unavailable and 1-pNt (s) represents the probability of at least one replica of
s being available. The meanings of the notations are given in Table 1. From
Formula 1, we can easily get
Nt (s) >= log1−A(s)
p

(2)

to calculate the right number of replicas for a certain availability threshold. For
example, assume that the failure probability of service hosts p is 10% (low).
To satisfy the availability threshold of 99.99% of a Web service, 4 replicas are
recommended. If p is 50% (medium), the number of replicas is now 14. If p
becomes 90% (high), this number increases to 88.
Notation
A(s)
p
Nt (s)
Ne (s)

Meaning
Required availability threshold of Web service s
Failure probability of each service host
Total number of replicas needed for the Web service s
Total number of replicas currently existed for the Web service s

Table 1. Notations and their meanings
7
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Deploying Replicas. Once the number of required replicas (i.e., Nt ) of a Web
service s is known, the service replicator of s might decide to deploy additional
replicas of s on top of the existing ones (i.e., Ne ). The service replicator takes
no action if Nt (s) is less than or equal to Ne (s). Otherwise, the replicator has
to deploy Nt (s) − Ne (s) replicas of s to remote hosts. This typically involves the
following tasks: i) selecting suitable service hosts for the replicas (Section 5), and
ii) deploying replicas to the selected service hosts. A simple way for obtaining the
value of Ne is to count the Web service hosts that accepted replicas of the Web
service, which is maintained in the routing table to be detailed in Section 4.2.
Due to dynamic nature of the Internet (e.g., retraction of a service host without prior notice), an interesting problem is that when a Web service should check
whether it needs to deploy more replicas in order to meet the required availability
level. We propose that the service replicator should periodically compare Nt (s)
with Ne (s). The periodicity of the checks depends on the availability level of the
Web service. In case of critical availability, a shorter frequency is applied, which
means more frequent checks. Otherwise, a longer frequency is applied. The service replicator can also consider the checking history. For example, if there are
no actions needed during the last few (e.g., 3) checks, the replicator can increase
the check interval. Contrarily, if new replicas were needed in the last few checks,
the replicator would decrease the check interval.
4.2 Deployment Transparency
Transparency is an important issue from consumers’ point of view. They should
by no means be aware of the existence of replicas. In our design, a provider
registers a Web service in a UDDI repository by making the service controller
(Figure 2) act as this Web service’s endpoint. It is the service controller’s responsibility to receive invocation messages and forward them to the appropriate
service hosts for actual service invocation. This is achieved with the help of a
routing table that the service replicator maintains. This table keeps the access
information on the deployed copies by simply recording a pair of <Host-ID,
EndPoint> where Host-ID is the identifier of the service host upon which the
Web service is deployed and EndPoint is the access point of the deployed replica.
It should be noted that a replica deployed on a host may not be working
due to reasons that could be related to end of contract or giving room to higher
priority Web services. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the routing
table keeps updated information. For example, if a deployed Web service is removed from a service host, its record will be removed from the routing table as
well. When the need for service invocation on a service host rises, the service
controller consults the routing table and forwards (routes) the service invocation message to the other host(s) for processing. Strategies that the controller
can apply include: i) selecting the best service host from the routing table for
invocation, and ii) selecting all the service hosts for invocation and returning the
first response to the customer.
Figure 3 illustrates the high level interactions among the components during
Web service invocation. When a client invokes a Web service (step 1), the ser-
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Fig. 3. Interactions of system components for Web service invocation

vice controller8 contacts the service monitor about the status of the local service
host (step 2). If the host is overloaded (e.g., CPU usage of the host is higher
than 90%), the controller picks up a service host, by consulting with the service
replicator and the matchmaker and forwards the invocation message to the endpoint of the corresponding replica (step 3). The service result is then returned
to the controller (step 4). Finally, the Web service manager returns the result to
the client (step 5).

5 Host Matchmaking and Selection
The approach we have presented relies on a matchmaking mechanism to locate
and select appropriate Web service hosts. The basic idea of host matchmaking
is summarized as follows: service replicators and host providers advertise requirements and characteristics of Web services and service hosts; a designated
module (i.e., matchmaker) matches the advertisements in a manner that meets
the requirements and characteristics specified in the respective advertisements.
The descriptions of Web services and resources consist of two parts: attributes
and constraints. The attributes for a Web service includes characteristics such
as service location, mobility, and input/output parameters. The attributes for
a host include properties such as CPU usage, free memory, and price. The constraint part includes limitations defined by the providers of Web services and
hosts. For example, a host provider may specify that it will not service any request coming from company A due to regular payment delays. Similarly, the
provider of a (mobile) Web service may specify that only hosts with more than
200K bytes of free disk space and at least 128K bytes of free memory are eligible to host this Web service. Service hosts can be described using W3C’s
RDF (Resource Description Framework)9 , while Web services can be described
8
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using WSDL (Web Service Description Language)10 . We do not give detailed
description of RDF and WSDL due to space limitations.
Matchmaking Interactions. Matchmaking is defined as a process that requires a service description as input and returns a set of potential hosts. A host
is matched with a service if both the requirement expressions of the service and
the constraints of the host are evaluated to true.
Several steps involve in the interactions of the matchmaking process. Service
replicators and host providers develop descriptions for their requirements and
attributes and send them to the matchmaker (step 1). The matchmaker then,
invokes a matchmaking algorithm by which matches are identified (step 2). The
invocation includes finding service-host description pairs that satisfy the constraints and requirements of hosts and services. We will detail this step later.
After the matching step, the matchmaker notifies the service replicator and the
host providers (step 3). The service replicator and the host provider(s) then contact each other and establish a working relationship (step 4). It should be noted
that a matched host of a service does not mean that the host is allocated to
the Web service. Rather, the matching is a mutual introduction between Web
services and hosts and the real working relationship can be consequently built
after the communication between the two parts.
Expression Evaluation. Expression evaluation plays an important role in the
matchmaking process. To evaluate a constraint expression on a service description, the attribute of the expression is replaced with the value of the corresponding attribute of the host. If the corresponding attribute does not exist in
the host description, the attribute of the expression is replaced with the constant
undefined. In our matchmaking algorithm, expressions containing undefined
are eventually evaluated to false. The constraints of the host descriptions have
the similar evaluation process. When receiving a request from a service replicator, the matchmaker takes the Web service description, evaluates all the hosts
advertised in the host repository using the matchmaking algorithm described
above, and returns a set of matched hosts to the service replicator.
For example, assume that a Web service needs at least 128K bytes free memory to run (i.e., memoryfree>=128K). The matchmaker scans the description of
a host for the attribute memoryfree. The value of the attribute (e.g., 512000K
bytes) is used to replace the attribute in the expression (i.e., 512000 >= 128),
which is in turn evaluated to true by the matchmaker.
Hosts Selection. For a specific Web service, there could be multiple potential
hosts matched for executing the Web service. The service provider, therefore,
should be able to choose the best host (or top N best hosts) that satisfies its
particular needs from the matched hosts. To specify preferences over hosts of a
particular Web service, we exploit a multi-criteria utility function,
X
U(h) =
wi · Scorei (h)
(3)
i∈SA
10
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where i) h is a host, ii) Scorei (h) is an attribute scoring function, iii) SA is
the set of selection attributes, and iv) wi is the weight assigned to attribute
i. The scoring service computes the weighted sum of criteria scores using the
weight property of each selection criterion. It selects the host that produces
the higher overall score according to the multi-criteria utility function. Several
criteria—such as price, availability, reliability, and reputation—can be used in
the function. Due to the space constraint, the criteria calculation is not described
in this paper. Interested readers are referred to [11] for details.

6 Implementation and Experimentation
6.1 Implementation
This section describes the system implementation with focus on the matchmaker
and the Web service manager (Figure 2).
The Matchmaker. Two repositories are included in the system, namely Web
service repository and Web service host repository. Both repositories are implemented as UDDI registries. Each host is represented as an RDF document. A
separate tModel of type hostSpec is created per Web service host, including a
tModel key, a name (i.e., host name), an optional description, and a URL that
points to the location of the host description document. WSDL is used to specify
Web services. Since WSDL focuses on how to invoke a Web service, some of the
attributes (e.g., stationary or mobile service) proposed in our approach are not
supported. To overcome this limitation, such attributes are specified as tModels.
The keys of these tModels are included in the categoryBag of the tModel of a
Web service so that the Web service knows the descriptions of these attributes.
The matchmaker is implemented using the UDDI Java API (UDDI4J) provided by IBM Web Services Toolkit 2.4 (WSTK). This matchmaker provides two
kinds of interfaces for both repositories, including an advertise interface and a
search interface. The former interface is used to publish Web services and service
hosts, while the latter interface is used to search service hosts using the approach
presented in this paper.
The Web Service Manager. The functionalities of the service controller are
realized by a pre-built Java class, called Controller, which provides an operation called coordinate to receive invocation messages, manage service instances
(e.g., initializing an instance in a remote host with a replica of the Web service),
trace service invocations, and trigger service replication actions.
The controller relies on the service monitor and the service replicator to make
intelligent decision on when and where to perform the replication. In particular,
the service replicator is the module that maintains a desired availability degree
of a Web service. It provides a specific method called replication that can be
used to perform replica number calculation and replica deployment. In addition,
the service replicator maintains a routing table that contains the information
on the replicas of a Web service (e.g., endpoints of the replicas). Currently, the
routing table is simply implemented as an XML document.
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Fig. 4. Performance study: (a) throughput, (b) response time

6.2 Experimentation
In this section, we present some preliminary experimental results with emphasis
on evaluating the performance overhead introduced by our approach. We implemented a simple Web service that takes a string str as input and outputs another
string which simply joins Hello and str together. The service is deployed using
Apache Axis. Four machines were used in the experiments. One machine was
dedicated to the original Web service (including the Web service manager) and
three were used to host replicas of this Web service. All machines have the same
configuration of Pentium III 933MHz and 512Mb RAM, and are connected to a
LAN through 100Mbits/sec Ethernet cards. Each machine runs Apache Axis 1.2
with Jakarta Tomcat 5.5, Debian Linux, and the Java 2 Standard Edition V1.4.2.
To evaluate the performance overhead of our approach, we considered two
cases: i) invoking the string-joining Web service directly (i.e., non-replication
case where service requests are sent to the Web service), and ii) invoking the
string-joining Web service using our approach (i.e., replication case where service
requests were sent to the service controller of the Web service). We simulated 10
clients, in another machine, which submitted invocation requests simultaneously
to both cases respectively for service execution. The number of request messages
ranges from 1,000 to 10,000.
Figure 4 (a) gives the average throughput of the two cases. We can see that
the throughput of the non-replication case reaches its maximum around 5,000
requests. After that, the throughput remains steady and does not increase anymore. The throughput of the replication case, on the other hand, keeps increasing
even when the number of requests reaches 10,000. Figure 4 (b) shows the average
response time. We can see that there is a relatively small overhead in the replication case. For example, when the number of request messages reaches 6,000, the
average response time of non-replication case is 582ms, whereas for the replication case, it is 638ms. This overhead is reasonable due to the additional method
calls that are inherent to our Web service manager implementation.

7 Conclusion
With rapid adoption of Service-Oriented Computing (SOC), more and more organizations are deploying their business competencies as Web services over the
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Internet. In these scenarios, service utility is often determined by its availability
rather than the traditional metric of raw performance. Unfortunately, guaranteeing a Web service availability is still a challenge due to the unpredictable
number of invocation requests a Web service has to handle at a time, as well as
the dynamic nature of the Web. In this paper, we presented an approach that exploits service replication to achieve robust Web services provisioning. The main
features of this approach are: i) a dynamic Web service replication model to
proactively deploy replicas of a Web service for a desired availability level, and
ii) mechanisms for Web service hosts matchmaking and selection. The preliminary results show that the cost of high availability (i.e., overheads) is acceptable.
The results also show that our approach achieves a better throughput.
Our ongoing work includes further performance study on the on-demand
replication strategy (e.g., in a WAN environment) of the proposed techniques.
This includes simulating more complex composite services with some component
services which are location dependence. It also requires more extensive study
on composite services which have services that can be executed in parallel. In
addition, we plan to look into leveraging the dynamic information of service
hosts (e.g., amount of free memory) and Web services (e.g., quality of service)
for the matching and selecting of the best host.
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